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BROADSHADE RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

WESTHILL

ABERDEENSHIRE

- Standing structure survey-
HK Murray and JC Murray

1. Background

1.1 A standing structure survey was required for a series of drystone dykes,

culverts and related features at Broadshade, Westhill, Aberdeenshire, prior to

the development of the surrounding land for residential properties partly by

Malcolm Allan Housebuilders Ltd and partly by the Stewart Milne Group.

1.2 The archaeological condition was applied in the context of PAN 42, which

states that it is necessary for developers to arrange for archaeological work to

take place prior to development, in appropriate circumstances.

1.3 Murray Archaeological Services Ltd was commissioned by Malcolm Allan

Housebuilders Ltd and the Stewart Milne Group to undertake the work. The

site element of the survey was undertaken on 22nd, 24th and 29th March, 2010.

2. Desk-top survey

2.1 A search was carried out in the Sites and Monuments Record, Archaeology

Service, Aberdeenshire Council and in the Sites and Monuments Records of

the Royal Commission for Ancient and Historic Monuments in Scotland

(RCAHMS) through Canmore, Canmap and Pastmap.

2.2 The 1st, 2nd and 3rd edition Ordnance Survey maps were consulted.

2.3 A site plan was kindly supplied by TCD Architects and has been annotated

and used as a basis for Illus 2.
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2.4 MAS Ltd is grateful to Jim Fiddes of the Skene Heritage Society for

discussion of the historical background.

3. The Site

The site lies on sloping ground lying between Hill of Keir to the N and the Old

Skene Road to the S. It comprised a series of dry stone dykes on the former

Broadshade farm (NMRS No: NJ80NW.63. Aberdeenshire SMR No:

NJ80NW0100). The farm buildings have been demolished but were previously

recorded (Rardin 2008).

Illus 1 Site location Ordnance Survey © Crown copyright (2002) All rights reserved. Licence
number (100049810)

NGR: N end (Trough A1): NJ81430 07765 to S end (B4): NJ81381 07448
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Illus 2 Overall site plan (Annotated from plan by TCD Architects)

4. Documentary evidence

4.1 The 1st edition Ordnance Survey map 25” to mile, surveyed in 1864-5

(published 1866/ 1869. Aberdeenshire sheet lxxiv.6 and Aberdeenshire sheet

lxxiv.10) shows all the dykes recorded in this report. Unusually, it also shows and

labels two troughs- one being Trough A2 in Dyke 4, the other Trough A5 at the E end

of Dyke 7. This trough could not be located at the time of the survey, possibly being

buried by field clearance against the dyke.

4.2 Broadshade was part of the Leddach estate, owned between 1788 and 1878 by

the Crombie family, none of whom appear to have lived on the estate. Improvements

in this period are perhaps most likely to have been done under the management of the

son of the last Crombie owner, who inherited the estate in 1840 and sold it in 1878.

Between 1878 and 1887 it was owned by Peter Jamieson who began a new drainage

system employing 20 men for the work. It has been suggested that this was the system

which runs through Broadshade and S to Kilnhillock and Leddach House (Fiddes,
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2010, 4). However as the dykes, two troughs and the well and mill pond are shown on

the OS map surveyed in 1864-5, the Broadshade part of the system must at least in

part have been built prior to 1864 - when it was owned by the Crombie family. It is

perhaps more likely that Jamieson extended the system to take water to his new house

at Leddach and possibly added additional troughs. Cast iron water pipes first became

commonly used from the mid-19th century so it is quite possible that the iron pipes

recorded could be original (www.lwr.kth.se/personal/personer/levlin_erik/pipmat.).

5 Methodology

5.1 The ground plans and elevations have been drawn to show details of the

dykes, culverts and related features which may help in understanding the

development and history of what appears to be a complex series of culverted

streams feeding mill lades with associated livestock watering troughs and

inspection points.

5.2 The features recorded were photographed. The full set of photographs will be

supplied on CD for the archive and the annotated plan (Illus 2) in the present

report indicate the position of each feature.

6 The Structures

Dykes

All the dykes recorded were on the 1st edition OS map surveyed in 1864 /5

(published 1866/9).  Dykes 1 and 2 which bordered the road were particularly

well built with split stones giving good vertical faces. Boulders had been

incorporated in the basal foundation course and natural field stones were used

as capstones. Small angular stones were used as hearting stones. All the dykes

were c 450-500mm wide at the capstones, widening to c 800mm wide at

ground level.  Heights were difficult to estimate where the ground had been

soil stripped but were up to c 1.3m. Original stone gate posts survive in Dykes

1 and 6 and were observed but not recorded in areas surrounding the

development. The gateposts were large, roughly triangular, split quarried

stones standing up to 1.3m in height and ranging between 800 x 300mm and

800 x 500mm at the base and 200 – 500mm at the top. Quarry marks were

visible on most stones and traces of iron wire fittings were noted. Several

www.lwr.kth.se/personal/personer/levlin_erik/pipmat
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small quarries are shown on Broadshade land on the 1st edition OS map of

1864/5 (1869).

Dykes 1 and 7 (illus 2-4,7,8) were built over culverted streams- in both cases

the culvert was built with stone sides, capstones and base built into a wider

trench with a backfill of small stones behind the culvert sides. Both culverts

were set off centre below one face of the dyke- which would have been more

stable than below the core hearting stones. Dyke 1 culvert (300mm W x

220mm H) led from N to S from the direction of the Hill of Keir. Dyke 7

culvert (330mm W x 400mm H) led from E to W from the high ground to the

E. Both culverts appear to have fed the mill pond at Broadshade, near B2 (See

plan illus 2), although this area was disturbed by the new culvert.

Illus 3 Section through Dyke 1 (LHS)

Illus 4 Section through Dyke 7 at NJ 81527 07616 (RHS)
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Illus 5  Stone gatepost in Dyke 1

Dyke 4 was of similar construction but with an additional 1.5m width for part

of the N side. This appears to be rather structureless banking up of field stones

against the original dyke as opposed to a single construction of a wide

consumption dyke.

Illus 6 Dyke 4 showing widened N side
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Illus 7 Section Dyke 1 c 5m N of B1 (LHS)

Illus 8 Section 2 (Dyke 7) (RHS)

Troughs

Trough A1 (NJ 81430 07765)

This trough is not drawn on the 1864/5 (1869) OS 25”/mile map but there is an

indent in the line at this point which may relate to it. In Dyke 1. Orientated N-

S. The trough is one-sided, at ground level on the W side of the dyke with the

E side of the dyke at full height between the trough and the road. It is

constructed of large side stones and cement. At the S end of the trough Dyke 1

appears to have a break in construction so it is possible that this trough is

secondary or that the dyke was repaired. The very ruinous E-W Dyke 3

appears to have been built across the trough with the N end of the trough

extending into the field to the N- this has however been cut by the gas pipeline

and destroyed.
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Inflow of water appeared to be from N of Dyke 3, but could not be identified.

At present the outflow of water was through the back stones below the dyke

into the culvert.

Length: 3.13m (+) internal

Width: 650mm at S end. 590mm at N end internal, projecting 550mm

(external) from the main line of the W side of the dyke.

Depth: 200mm with a water depth of c50mm.

At the S end there was a brick, stone and cement block with a vertical shaft

hole 140 x 100mm and more than 500mm deep.

Illus 9 Plan Trough A1

Illus 10 Trough A1 looking N
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Illus 11 Section Trough A1

Trough A2 (NJ 81435 07768)

This trough is drawn and labeled on the 1864/5 (1869) OS 25”/mile map. In Dyke 4.

Orientated E-W. The trough is double –sided, opening at ground level to the fields to

the N and S of Dyke 4. It is constructed of large side stones and cement.

Water inflow is at the NW corner through a horizontal pipe/channel 120mm in

diameter and traced by probing for at least 1.3m. This appears to be heading towards

the Dyke 1 culvert line N of Trough A1 and is presumed to be a pipe feed from the

culverted stream. Water outflow is at the S end of the W side where a lintelled culvert

runs below Dyke 2 and apparently under the road. This is assumed to feed back into

the culvert below Dyke 1. The outflow culvert opening is 290mm high and 400mm

wide with the water running over angled basal stones so that the trough filled to c

130mm water depth and then overflowed into the culvert, so that the water would

remain fresh at all times.

Length: 2.8m internal

Width:720mm at base, 1.04m at top internally.

Depth 390mm, water depth 130mm.

The base of the trough is 1.48m below the top of Dyke 2.
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Illus 12 Plan Trough A2

Illus 13 Trough A2 looking S
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Illus 14 Trough A2 water outflow

Illus 15 Trough A2 Water inflow

Trough A3 (NJ 81442 07558)

May correspond to a bulge in the dyke beside the farm steading as shown on 1st

edition 25”/mile OS of 1864/5 (1869) map. In Dyke 1. Orientated N-S. The trough is

double-sided, opening to the field to the W and possibly to the stockyard to the E
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(based on the map evidence as the steading now gone). It is constructed of large side

stones and cement.  One stone was missing, allowing a cross-section view of the side

stones which were each c 900mm long and triangular in section (200mm wide at base

x 300mm high). Unlike Troughs A1 and A2, this trough was c 400mm above the

ground surface.

Water inflow was through a cast iron pipe (Ext: 60mm diameter, int: 35mm diameter)

at the N end of the trough. The top stone on the S side was cut to a channel which

could have formed an outflow or overflow. A vertical cast iron pipe (100mm ext,

70mm int) in the base of the trough (blocked with a cemented stone), could also have

been inflow ( or outflow)- but would have needed some form of plug- or possibly may

have housed a manual pump. The same arrangement exists in Trough A4.

Length: 3.6m internal

Width: 500mm internal at top, 300mm at base. Depth: 220mm. The water flow has

been diverted by the new piped culvert to the N.

Illus 16 Trough A3 looking SW
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Illus 17 Trough A3 Water inflow

Illus 18 Trough A3 cast iron pipe in base of trough
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Illus 19 Plan and elevation Trough A3

Trough A4  (NJ 81387 07468)

This trough is not drawn on the 1864/5 (1869) OS 25”/mile map. In Dyke 1.

Orientated N-S. The trough is one-sided, on the W side of the dyke with the E side of

the dyke at full height between the trough and the road. It is constructed of large side

stones and cement. The side stones are the same triangular-sectioned stones as in

Trough A3. It is c 680mm above the level of the field to the W. Water inflow was

possibly through a break at the N end of the trough wall. Outflow appears to have

been through a hole in the S side c 170mm above the base of the trough- this hole ran

into the wall and then turned to go down vertically- presumably back down to the

culvert below the dyke.  A vertical cast iron pipe (90mm diameter) in the S end of the
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base (now blocked with cemented stone) could also have been an inflow (or outflow)-

but would have needed some form of plug- or possibly may have housed a manual

pump. The same arrangement exists in Trough 3.

Length: 1.7m

Width: 300mm at base, 450mm at top (internal)

Depth: c 200mm.

Illus 20 Trough A4 looking W

Illus 21 Trough A4 Water outflow and cast iron pipe in base of trough
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Illus 22 Plan and elevation Trough A4

Trough A5 This trough is drawn and labeled on the 1864/5 (1869) OS

25”/mile map but could not be located on the ground.

Inspection points

At three points along Dyke 1 (B1, B2, B3) there were carefully constructed

box-like holes in the E side of the dyke facing the road. Each was lintelled

along the line of the dyke, giving access to the culvert below. At each of these

points there was a section of culvert without capstones. For the report these are

described as inspection points. They would have allowed access to check

blockages in the water. It is also possible that water flow could have been

regulated at these points to build up force of water for the mill lades. There

was however no evidence of this. None of these are shown on the 1864/5

(1869) OS 25”/mile map.

B1  (NJ 81449 07665)

This was the most disturbed of these features as one of the upper capstones

was displaced and the W side, which was originally blocked, had been broken
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through and a brick-built inspection box (possible pump housing?) built in the

field on the W side of the road.

The original inspection point was c 680mm long and c520mm wide. The depth

was c280mm, deepening on the S side to c 700mm where a cast iron water

pipe could be seen along the base of the culvert.

Illus 23 Plan Inspection point B1

Illus 24 B1 from W with secondary concrete slab across front
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Illus 25 B1, cast iron pipe in base of culvert

Illus 26 Brick feature behind (W) of B1

B2  (NJ 81452 07611)

B2 appears to have formed an inspection point where the culvert running S

from Hill of Keir turned E to join the culvert running W below Dyke 7. The

actual junction of the two culverts and their entry to the former mill pond has
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been destroyed by the insertion of the new drainage pipes and pond but the

approximate position can be seen in relation to the 1st OS map of 1864 (1869).

The N-S culvert into B2 was 450mm wide and 310mm deep, and the base then

sloped down c 200mm into the E/W culvert through a channel 250 x

250mm.The inspection point was 550-610mm wide and 780mm from front to

back.

Illus 27 B2 looking W

The channel leading to the junction with the other culvert and with the mill

pond was photographed in the side of the modern cut. (Illus 28 and Section 1

on plan Illus 2). It could not be drawn or measured on safety grounds.

Illus 28 B2 in background by further ranging rod. Section through culvert running to mill pond
to RHS of ranging rod in foreground
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Illus 29 Plan and section Inspection point B2

B3  (NJ 81381 07448)

B3 gave access to the culvert below Dyke 1 where it ran to the S of the former

farm steading and house. At this point the water would have been coming

away from the mill and mill pond. The opening was 520mm wide and 920mm

high. An iron fitting survives at the N side, possibly to hold a grill. The culvert

at this point was 600mm wide and 400mm high.
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Illus 30 Plan Inspection point B3

Illus 31  B3 looking NW

Well (NJ 81419 07511)

A well is shown on the 1st edition 25”/mile OS map of 1864/5 (1869).

However, that appears to be slightly N of the feature recorded here and set into

the field, unrelated to the culvert. In construction the recorded feature is

similar to the inspection points but with a higher corbelled back on the W side

forming an alcove within the E face of the dyke. The open E side opened

above the culvert (at this point 500mm wide and 400mm high) with traces

remaining of an iron grid across the top of the culvert. A cast iron pipe

(135mm ext diam, 100mm int) projected c60mm out from the N side of the

well opening, some 300mm above the iron grill. There would have been space
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to place a bucket on the grill below the pipe. Strictly speaking this is a bucket

access rather than a well.

Illus 32  Well, looking NW

Illus 33 Plan and elevation of well
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7 Discussion

This system of culverts below the dykes supplied water to the mill in the

steading at Broadshade and extended S to the mill at Kilnhillock and possibly

to Leddach House (Fiddes, 2010, 4). The culverts and troughs N of

Broadshade farmhouse and steading (Troughs A2, A5 and probably A1) are

clearly of pre-1864/5 construction. Trough A2, Trough A5 (not found) and a

well and mill pond are all shown on the 1864 (1869) map. Troughs A3 and A4

are of slightly different construction (the triangular stones, the cast iron fittings

and greater height above ground level- although that may simply have been

more possible this far down the water course) and it is possible that these

features S of the farm may be secondary. However it is worth noting that

Trough A3 coincides with a curved outshot in the dyke as drawn on the 1st OS

map. The well/bucket access point appears to have replaced or augmented the

earlier well. The suggested water connection to Leddach House is likely to

have been built under the ownership of Peter Jamieson who owned the

property between 1878 and 1887 and who built Leddach House and is known

to have initiated new drainage works (Fiddes, 2010, 4).

While culverts below dykes are known elsewhere in Aberdeenshire, no

parallels have yet been found to any comparable system of troughs fed by the

culverted water.
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9 Archive

A full set of photographs with the photo location plans will be supplied on CD to the

Aberdeenshire SMR in Aberdeen and to the NMRS.

www.skeneheritage.org
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Appendix 1: Photographic archive

Digital Photographic Catalogue
Digital frame no Content
1-8 Section of Dyke 2 to be removed, looking W
9-11 Dykes 1 & 2, looking N
12-13 Dyke 2, on E side of track
14-17 Dyke 1, on W side of track
18-19 Dyke recording
20-24 B1, looking W
25-33 Interior of B1
34-37 B1, looking E
38-44 Interior of B1, from W side
45-48 Bottom of B1 and cast iron pipe
49-50 A1, looking NE
51-52 A1, looking E
53-60 A1, looking N
61-73 A2, looking S, SW, SE
74-80 Details of A2
81-83 Dyke 4, looking E
84-86 Stone gate post in Dyke 1, looking N
87-99 Section through Dyke1, looking N
100-104 Section through Dyke 1, looking E
105-108 Brick 'box' on W side of B1 in Dyke 1
109-112 Section through Dyke 1, looking NW
113-114 Section through Dyke 2, looking S
115-117 A3 in Dyke 1, looking N
118-129 Views of A3
130 Section 1, with B2 behind in Dyke 1, looking N
131-132 Detail of Section 1
133-135 B2 & Section 1
136-147 Views of B2
148-160 Views of W1
161-172 A4, looking E, SE, NE
173-185 B3, looking NW, W and interior
186 196 Section of E-W dyke, looking E


